Video link attached as well. Posted on Facebook by Kelfin Oberon:
So, what was learned from the Occupy St Paul's experience ?
The impression was given
that it was a spontanious grass-roots event.
In reality it was an international organisation.
The Climate Camp bank account
was used to deposit the monies
raised from donations.
There was an inner circle of organisers
who all denied being the organisers.
It was facillitated by professional "protesters"
People were given-to-believe
It was {limited} anarchy
People were left to self-organise
but within a frame-work of working-groups
People had to learn the wavy-hands-routine
People came looking to get involved
People were directed to join little "working" groups
People were studied
People were groomed
People were evaluated
It was an entrainment camp.
It was a training for people who self-profiled
by self-identifying with the "Vision" of the camp;
People power if we had the numbers camping in the city
refusing to leave
social-mingling / intelligence-gathering
who else is out there
who is willing to dedicate their lives
who is willing to risk their Liberty
"Live"-streaming Actions / interviews
Facebook
Profile - tracking {comments, shares, views, messaging
It took a few weeks for some people
to start realising that there was mind-control at-work
there were masses of arguments
between people who'd been asking questions
to "facillitators" - but getting fobbed-off
people getting closed-down in wavy-hands meetings
People sitting at the edges
feeling / knowing Occupy was a set-up
seeing between the veils
spliff's n chats n observations
making some sense of what didn't make sense

looking for Truth in the chaos
Finsbury Square
Wandering around
A social scene
like an alter-native-reality
staying anonomous yet getting seen
drip, drip, drip, drop
Commonly-Known-As-Dom
had been staying down at St Paul's
had been practicing his Common-Law
was recording and publishing videos
of what he was seeing
and questioning what was going on
and was getting driven mad
for trying to make sense of non-sense
Winter closing in
People's lives on-hold
Dependant on Occupy
for survival
Home, food, friends, purpose, belief
The Bank of Ideas suddenly opened
in a squatted bank
by John Phoenix Rainbow
and the London Squatter/Rainbow Crew
in conjunction with / yet separate from Occupy
Ths was a little different from Occupy:
in-doors
contained
smaller numbers of people
relatively secure
a big ground-floor open-plan meeting space
lots of rooms for people to sleep
but the top-floor kept locked
for only the Rainbow Squatter Organisers
The pigs of Animal-Farm
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
By October it was fairly obvious to some
yet out-rageous to all others
that Occupy was an-inside-job
an mi5 operation to gather information
on what ever real grass roots people were
foolish enough to be seen anywhere near there
{and there were plenty who went no-where near}
an anthropological social experiment
by the
things
it was
and an

time the Bank-of-Ideas opened
had played-out
obvious there was an inside
outside

the dividing circumferance was the occupiers
who hadn't figured it out
but at the Bank of Ideas
at least Pheonix and Tom Hamlin & Co
were living with us
there was enough opportunity to speak
there were sincere questions being asked
that deserved to be answered
about the money
about the inner circles calling the shots
about the media-relations
about Tavistock and "Social Dreaming"
about the Flower Revolutions and the Occupy-Fist
about The Climate Camp
about under-cover cops
about mi5 infiltration from the top=down
about people like Charlie Veitch being included
while many critical-thinkers were being excluded
Questions about how the leaders and facillitators
were abusing the wavy-hands-meetings
as a means of manipulation of group-think
and of blocking un-desire-ables from being heard
de-platforming individuals with slur-tactics
and then tarring all undesire-ables
with the same brush
But, instead of things being discussed
there wasseparation and evictions
there was character-smearing and threats
there were no honest discussions
eventually by New Years Eve 2011
the bank of ideas was in such chaos
that the "Tranquility Team" were a roming mob
throwing individuals out, making people homeless
all "love and rage" without the Love !!
A couple of days later there was a"meeting"
with new facillitators from on-high
and load of Occupiers who didn't live there
who took control and "concensed" a motion
to empty out everyone except Pheonix
and his Rainbow brigade of trusted Rebels
not long after that the whole Occupy thing dis-pursed
and disappeared from St Paul's too
New Laws were enacted
Pheonix and his Rainbow crew
led a band of mystical believers to
squat the Queens Residence by the Thames
but ended up at Runneymede
While Occupy became a many-headed monster
turning up at all the anti-fracking site camps

and taking-over with the wavy-hands routine
with Delphi Technique mind-control-methods
Occupy was a training camp
an entrain-ment camp
a mind-control experiment
an MK-ultra+ experiment
where "connectivity" was the drug
when the "smart-phone" was still quite new
when artificial intelligence and face-recognition
and Big-Data and digital-profiling
were science-fiction-films-dystopia-fantasy
when the Battle of the Beanfield was still recent history
.
.
.
.
what happened in the 7 years between Occupy and XR ?
who thinks that mi5 are not involved ?
who decided that the Climate Camp / UK UnCut etc etc amalgamate into 1 XR
Who was present at the inaugeration of XR,
the so-called meeting of about 15 people at Gail's house ?
What's the relationship between The Climate Camp
and The Climate Mobilisation ?
Who decided that "Climate-Change" is the optimal-lever
to shift the colective paradigm to transform Society
Whe decided the timing of the "launch" of XR
How could mi5 NOT have infiltrated XR
when they surely had infiltrated "Occupy"
from the top>down
I'm sorry this isn't some sensible document
a clear-cut precise description of Occupy
Occupy was a "poison-cup"
a mind-virus
an hallucinagen
a solution-full-of-problems
but if it were not for this video
{and a very few others}
recorded one day at the bank of Ideas
and around St Pauls
there would be no record
of how dodgy Occupy was
and history would be claimed by the victors
Why are George Barda and Pheonix Rainbow
not being presented as spokespersons
and public faces of XR

While XR claims to "stand on the shoulders of giants"
it's not easy to write one's own version of events
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jhRwBzXgGM&feature=youtu.be

